Essential function of Drosophila Sec6 in apical exocytosis of epithelial photoreceptor cells
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Polarized exocytosis plays a major role in development and cell differentiation but the mechanisms that target exocytosis to specific membrane domains in animal cells are still poorly understood. We characterized Drosophila Sec6, a component of the exocyst complex that is believed to tether secretory vesicles to specific plasma membrane sites. sec6 mutations cause cell lethality and disrupt plasma membrane growth. In developing photoreceptor cells (PRCs), Sec6 but not Sec5 or Sec8 shows accumulation at adherens junctions. In late PRCs, Sec6, Sec5, and Sec8 colocalize at the rhabdomere, the light sensing subdomain of the apical membrane. PRCs with reduced Sec6 function accumulate secretory vesicles and fail to transport proteins to the rhabdomere, but show normal localization of proteins to the apical stalk membrane and the basolateral membrane. Furthermore, we show that Rab11 forms a complex with Sec5 and that Sec5 interacts with Sec6 suggesting that the exocyst is a Rab11 effector that facilitates protein transport to the apical rhabdomere in Drosophila PRCs.

Introduction

Plasma membrane domains of polarized cells display distinct protein and lipid compositions. One critical mechanism that contributes to the formation and maintenance of membrane domains is targeted exocytosis of transport vesicles from the biosynthetic pathway or the recycling endosome (RE; for review see Mostov et al., 2003; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2004; Schuck and Simons, 2004). Genetic analysis in yeast has identified mutants in which bud growth is stalled and secretory vesicles accumulate below the bud site (Novick et al., 1980; for reviews see Finger and Novick 1998; Hsu et al., 2004). Eight of these genes encode components of the exocyst (or Sec6/8) complex (Sec3p, Sec5p, Sec6p, Sec8p, Sec10p, Sec15p, Exo70p, and Exo84p) that localizes to the bud site and apparently promotes the tethering of exocytotic vesicles to the plasma membrane before SNARE-mediated fusion.

Recent work has initiated the characterization of exocyst components in mammals and Drosophila. In contrast to yeast cells, where the exocyst contributes to all major secretory events, the metazoan exocyst appears to have more specialized functions. In neurons, for example, the exocyst has been implicated in neurite outgrowth and in the targeting of glutamate receptors to the synapse but a general role in neurotransmission has not been detected (Hazuka et al., 1999; Vega and Hsu, 2001; Sans et al., 2003; Murthy et al., 2003). Similarly, the exocyst is essential for transport of proteins to the basolateral membrane in mammalian epithelial cell culture systems, but not the apical membrane (Grindstaff et al., 1998). Cooperative action of E-cadherin and nectin, the two adhesion receptors found at the epithelial zonula adherens (ZA), recruits the exocyst to the apical junctional complex rapidly after cell contact formation (Yeaman et al., 2004). During branching morphogenesis of MDCK epithelial cysts in 3D culture, the exocyst can relocalize away from the apical junctional complex toward regions on the basolateral membrane that undergo rapid growth (Lipschutz et al., 2000). Regulation of exocyst function in both yeast and mammals involves a number of small GTPases including members of the Rab and Rho families (Lipschutz and Mostov, 2002; Inoue et al., 2003; Prigent et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the function and regulation of the metazoan exocyst in plasma membrane remodeling remains largely unresolved.

The yeast exocyst is not only involved in all major exocytotic events, but each of the eight exocyst components is essential for targeted exocytosis (Finger and Novick, 1998; Hsu et al., 2004). Whether such functional uniformity is also found in multicellular organisms remains unclear. Initial genetic analysis in Drosophila raises the possibility that significant functional diversification of exocyst components may have taken place. Although Sec5 is broadly required for exocytosis and cell
survival in flies (Murthy et al., 2003; Murthy and Schwarz, 2004), Sec10 appears to have an essential function only in a very limited number of secretory events (Andrews et al., 2002). We have conducted a genetic analysis of Drosophila sec6 in order to study Sec6 function and the role of polarized exocytosis. We also show interactions between the small GTPase Rab11 and the exocyst suggesting that the exocyst acts as a Rab11 effector.

Results

Drosophila Sec6 and Sec5 form a complex

The Drosophila genome project has identified homologues to all eight exocyst complex components known in yeast and mammals (Littleton, 2000; Murthy et al., 2003). We selected sec6 as a target for our genetic analysis of exocyst function because a nearby P element insertion was available, that facilitated the generation of sec6 mutations. Drosophila Sec6 shows 38% identity to rat Sec6, and 18% identity to yeast Sec6 (Fig. 1 A). Sec6 protein is present in unfertilized eggs, embryos (Fig. 1 B), larvae (Fig. 2 B) and adults (not depicted). Unfertilized eggs also contained Sec5 and Sec8. Although the concentration of Sec5 remains constant, Sec8 (107 kD) is also maternally provided, but its expression strongly decreases and is undetectable by the end of embryogenesis. (C) Co-IP using Sec5 mAb 16A2 precipitates Sec6 as detected by immunoblotting. (D) Density gradient cosedimentation of membranes shows that Sec6, Sec5, and Sec8 largely cosediment. Note that Sec6 is found in more fractions than either Sec5 or Sec8.
Sec6/Sec8 peak fractions were also enriched for the Golgi-associated proteins Lava lamp (Sisson et al., 2000), p120 (Stanley et al., 1997), and α-COP (Pavel et al., 1998; unpublished data), which is consistent with the possibility that the exocyst complex is largely associated with Golgi-derived membrane vesicles in pregastrulation embryos. Sec6 displays a broader sedimentation profile than Sec8 or Sec5, raising the possibility that Sec6 associates with additional membrane fractions independently of other exocyst components.

sec6 is an essential gene

We used imprecise excision of the viable P element insertion EP2021 (Rorth et al., 1998), which is located between sec6 (CG5341) and Eip55E, to generate sec6 mutations (Fig. 2 A). We isolated 72 deletion mutations in the region that were classified by complementation analysis and molecular characterization of the extent of the deletions. 14 mutations affect only sec6, 47 mutations affected only Eip55E and 11 mutations affected both genes. The largest deletion is sec6175, which removes Eip55E entirely, and extends 1,720-bp upstream of the EP2021 insertion site, deleting 455 COOH-terminal aa of Sec6 (Fig. 2 A). sec620 is the largest deletion that only affects sec6, removing 242 COOH-terminal aa of Sec6. sec6125, the smallest deletion of sec6, results in a loss of 62 COOH-terminal aa and introduction of six new aa.

Animals mutant for sec6175 and sec620 complete embryogenesis but fail to grow as larvae and die at ~72 h after egg laying (AEL) when wild-type or heterozygous animals have reached the later second or early third larval instar. sec6175 and sec620 behave as genetic null mutations for sec6 as the homozygous and hemizygous phenotypes caused by these mutations are identical. sec6125, our weakest allele appears to be a strong hypomorph; mutant animals also fail to grow as larvae but die only at ~96 h AEL. sec6 mutant cell clones degenerate but can be rescued by a UAS-sec6 transgene. These findings indicate that sec6 is an essential gene and that we have isolated null mutations of sec6.

As expected, we found that maternally provided Sec6 protein declines in homozygous sec6 mutant larvae (Fig. 2 B). Sec6 remains detectable in these animals even at 72 h AEL, when sec6175 and sec620 mutants die, indicating that failure to grow and death occur before Sec6 is completely depleted. Our Sec6 antibodies are directed against a portion of Sec6 that is not depleted in the sec620 and sec6125 alleles. However, we failed to detect truncated Sec6 protein in both mutants suggesting that these proteins are unstable. As mentioned, we did not detect Sec8 in extracts from whole larvae. In contrast, Sec5 is readily detectable and its levels remain normal in sec6 mutants (Fig. 2 B), suggesting that the stability of Sec5 protein is not dependent on normal expression levels of Sec6.

Sec6 is required for plasma membrane growth in the female germline

Maternal expression of sec6 supports normal embryogenesis. To investigate the requirement of sec6 during embryonic development we removed the maternal component by generating germline clones for sec6 mutations. However, germline clones for the three described sec6 alleles did not produce eggs, indicating that sec6 has an essential function in the development of the female germline. Sec6, Sec8, and Sec5 showed a diffuse, punctate distribution in the cytoplasm of germline cells of the germarium and follicles (Fig. 3 A and not depicted). Sec8 is found at very low levels in early follicles but is up-regulated between stages 7 and 10 when it is strongly enriched in the oocyte membrane that is in contact with follicle cells (Fig. 3 C). The accumulation of Sec8 in the oocyte membrane coincides with a similar accumulation of Sec5 (Fig. 3 C; Murthy and Schwarz, 2004) but is not seen for Sec6 (Fig. 3 B). Furthermore, in contrast to Sec5, Sec8 is not found at the interface of oocyte and nurse cells. These data suggest that Sec6, Sec8, and Sec5 show overlapping but also distinct distribution patterns during oogenesis.

Early follicles containing a sec6 mutant germline showed no apparent defects. However, as mutant follicles develop and germline cells increase in volume, membrane and membrane-associated markers such as F-actin, Patj (Tanentzapf et al., 2000), DE-cadherin (DEcad), and Con A failed to detect plasma membrane associated markers such as F-actin, Patj (Tanentzapf et al., 2000), DE-cadherin (DEcad), and Con A failed to detect plasma membrane between germline cells by stage 6 or 7 (Fig. 3, D–G). Ring canals and associated molecules had collapsed to a single clump within the germline cyst, and nuclei showed an irregular arrangement. All three sec6 alleles caused a similar phenotype and we did not observe any follicles with a sec6 mutant germline past stage 7, suggesting that mutant follicles degenerate. The normal early development of sec6 mutant germline clones could either indicate that sec6 is not required during these stages or may be the result of perdurance of the sec6 gene product. These findings suggest that Sec6, similar to Sec5 (Murthy and Schwarz, 2004), has a critical function in plasma membrane growth in the female germline consistent with an essential function in exocytosis.

Sec6 functions in apical protein transport in photoreceptor cells

To determine the role of Sec6 in a cell type that shows highly targeted secretion, we investigated the distribution and function of Sec6 in photoreceptor cells (PRCs). The retina develops...
from a simple monolayered epithelium, the eye disc, that gives rise to PRCs and several types of accessory cells, such as the pigment cells. During the second half of pupal development (PD), PRCs form the rhabdomere, the light sensing organelle that is composed of densely packed microvilli. The rhabdomere is located in the center of the apical membrane surrounded by the stalk membrane that links the rhabdomere to the ZA and the basolateral membrane (Fig. 5 I). Massive targeted exocytosis is needed to build the rhabdomere and maintain the supply of the photopigment rhodopsin.

We examined Sec6, Sec5, and Sec8 expression at three stages of retinal development: at the third larval instar when PRCs are specified, at 55% PD when formation of the rhabdomere begins, and at 63% PD when the rhabdomere is fully developed. At the third larval instar, Sec6 and Sec5 are expressed in all PRCs and some accessory cells, while Sec8 is expressed in a subset of PRCs and accessory cells (Fig. 3 A–C). During the second half of PD, Sec6 and Sec5 expression is localized to the apical membrane of the rhabdomere, while Sec8 expression is localized to the basolateral membrane (Fig. 3 D–F).

Figure 3. Sec6 is required for plasma membrane integrity of the female germline. (A) Sec6 and Sec5 show a punctate cytoplasmic distribution in the germline of early follicles. (B) Stage 9 follicle showing uniform, punctate distribution of Sec6 in nurse cells and the follicular epithelium and lower levels in the oocyte (oo). (C) Stage 9 follicle showing Sec8 and Sec5 accumulation at the oocyte membrane. Note that Sec8 levels in nurse cells and follicle cells are very low compared with Sec5 or Sec6 (B), and that Sec8 is not detected at the anterior oocyte membrane in contrast to Sec5 (arrow). (D and F) Wild-type follicle. (E and G) Follicles with a sec6^20 mutant germline clone (E) or partially mutant germline clone (G) as identified by the absence of GFP. DEcad, Patj, F-actin, and Con A do not accumulate between Sec6 mutant germline cells suggesting that plasma membranes are absent. Note that in the partial germline clone in G, plasma membrane is lost except around the oocyte (arrow) and a remnant of membrane between the two GFP-positive nurse cell nuclei (arrowhead). A central clump of material highlighted by DEcad (E′) and Patj (E″) presumably represents collapsed ring canals (arrow). Bars, 20 μm.

Figure 4. Distribution of Sec6 in third larval instar eye discs requires Arm. (A) Sec6 and Ducat colocalize in the third larval instar eye disc. (B) Top view and (C) side view of a portion of a third larval instar eye imaginal disc (A′′′, box) showing ~20 rows of PRC clusters posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (MF; B′ and C′, arrows). The MF and PRCs show strong apical enrichment of Ducat at the ZA. Sec6 colocalizes with Ducat at the ZA two to four rows behind the MF (B′′, arrowhead). Some apical accumulation of Sec5 is already apparent in the MF (B′′, arrows). However, within the PRC clusters, apical Sec5 accumulation is trailing that of Sec6 by several rows (B′, arrowhead). Apical Sec5 appears more diffuse than Sec6. (D) Clone of arm^X31 mutant eye disc cells marked by the absence of Arm (outline) does not show ZA enrichment of Sec6 (D′). (E) Clone of arm^X33 mutant eye disc cells marked by the loss of DEcad. PRCs are labeled with a neuronal marker 22C10 (E). The DEcad (E) and Sec6 (E′) accumulation between wild-type PRCs (E and E′, arrowheads) is not seen at the interface between a wild-type and an arm^X33 mutant cell (E and E′, arrow). All images represent a projection of a 20-μm-deep series of Z-sections. Bars: (A–D) 20 μm; (E) 10 μm.
domere is initiated, and at 78% PD or later when rhabdomeres have formed and rhodopsin is being delivered to the rhabdomere (Kumar and Ready, 1995). Sec6 and Sec5 show a diffuse cytoplasmic distribution in most imaginal disc cells. In addition, Sec6 is strongly enriched at the ZA of larval PRCs (Fig. 4, A–C) and of pupal PRCs at 55% PD (Fig. 5 A). The apical accumulation of Sec6 is not seen in armadillo (arm) mutant clones consistent with the notion that adherens junctions recruit Sec6 (Fig. 4 D). However, the loss of Sec6 from arm mutant PRCs may be secondary as PRC differentiation appears abnormal in arm mutant clones. Wild-type PRCs next to arm mutant cells also fail to accumulate Sec6 at the adherens junction (Fig. 4 E) indicating that at least normal cell contact between PRCs is important for Sec6 recruitment. Sec5 is present along the apical and basolateral plasma membrane at these stages, but shows apical enrichment that colocalizes with Crumbs (Crb) in the stalk membrane (Figs. 4 B’ and Fig. 5 B). We did not detect Sec8 in larval eye discs or PRCs at 55% PD. In contrast, at 78% PD and in adults, all three exocyst proteins are now found in the rhabdomere and the cytoplasm of PRCs (Fig. 5, C–H). In addition, Sec6 continues to show robust ZA localization. None of the Sec proteins are detected at the stalk membrane. These findings show overlapping and distinct distributions of Sec6, Sec5, and Sec8, which is consistent with the possibility that the exocyst undergoes a dynamic reorganization during PRC morphogenesis, ultimately adopting a function in targeting secretory vesicles to the rhabdomere.

To analyze sec6 function in PRC morphogenesis we induced sec6 mutant cell clones in the developing retina. When sec6 mutant clones are induced and wild-type sister clones (twin spots) are ablated, eye development is abolished (Fig. 6 B). The residual eye tissue seen in such flies is likely derived from a small number of disc cells that did not undergo mitotic recombination. Similar eye ablation defects are seen with all three sec6 alleles. We did not recover sec6 mutant cell clones in third larval eye discs or other imaginal discs (unpublished data), indicating that sec6 is essential for cell proliferation or survival of eye disc cells. This situation did not allow us to examine sec6 function in PRC morphogenesis.

To overcome this limitation we supplied Sec6 exogenously during larval stages and depleted Sec6 after growth and patterning of the eye disc had occurred in discs that con-
tained sec6 mutant clones. We took advantage of an FLP recombinase driven by the Gal4/UAS system, where Gal4 expression is under the control of the eyeless (ey) promoter (Quiring et al., 1994; Stowers and Schwarz, 1999). Adding a UAS-sec6 transgene supplies exogenous Sec6 activity while sec6 mutant cell clones are being induced. Overexpression of Sec6 (ey-Gal4 UAS-sec6) in a wild-type background, did not result in detectable morphological defects suggesting that increasing Sec6 levels does not adversely affect eye development. This result is corroborated by the high-level overexpression of Sec6 in a variety of tissues and developmental stages or ubiquitous overexpression that also did not affect viability or morphology. ey-Gal4 activity is high throughout the larval and early pupal stages, but by 30–40% PD its activity dramatically declines throughout the retina as revealed by a UAS-lacZ reporter; the posterior half of the retina maintains low levels of expression at this stage that further declines during the remainder of PD (Fig. S1, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200410081/DC1). Thus, exogenous expression of Sec6 is expected to decline before mid-pupal stages, and we therefore anticipated that the effect of Sec6 depletion should manifest itself by mid-pupal stages and worsen as Sec6 levels progressively decline. We will refer to mutant clones generated using this strategy as sec6(pr) (for partial rescue).

sec6(pr) mutant eyes, in which wild-type twin spots were ablated, developed to near normal size in contrast to sec6 mutant eyes (Fig. 6, B and C). Western blot analysis indicates that sec6(pr) mutant retinas have strongly decreased levels of Sec6 compared with wild type (Fig. 6 E). sec6(pr) mutant eyes are

Figure 6. Accumulation of secretory vesicles in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs. (A–C) Scanning EM of a wild-type (A), sec6F10 (B), and sec6(pr) mutant eyes (C). (D) Adult sec6(pr) mutant eye showing loss of pigment in the anterior. (E) Immunoblot showing that sec6(pr) mutant adult retinas have strongly decreased levels of Sec6 compared with wild type. (F–N) Transmission EM of wild-type [F and I] and sec6(pr) mutant PRCs [G, H, J–N] at 55% PD [F–H], 90% PD [I–K], and adult [L–N]. sec6(pr) mutant PRCs show prominent groups of small vesicles (arrowheads) in the apical cytoplasm at 55% PD and gaps in the array of microvilli are seen [G and H; arrow]. In wild type, such vesicles are rare and microvilli form a continuous rim [F]. sec6(pr) mutant PRCs at 90% PD are filled with vesicles 100–300 μm in diameter and PRCs appear swollen [J and K] in contrast to wild type [I]. Rhabdomeres in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs are small and flattened and some cells display an enlarged ER [K, arrows]. Adult sec6(pr) mutant PRCs show strong reduction in size [L, arrows] or complete loss of rhabdomeres [M], but display normal ZAs [N, arrows]. Bars: [F, G, and I–M] 1 μm; [H and N] 0.5 μm.
slightly rough and interommatidial bristles are virtually absent. Defects in the differentiation of the cornea and the pigment cells are apparent that are more severe in the anterior half of the eye, which is consistent with the profile of ey-Gal4 activity (Fig. 6, C and D; Fig. S1). The defects in sec6(pr) mutant eyes are consistent with normal growth and patterning of the eye disc but abnormal terminal differentiation during later stages of PD.

sec6(pr) mutant PRCs were examined with transmission EM at 55% and 90% PD and in 1-d-old adult flies. Rhabdomere formation has just been initiated at 55% PD; apical surfaces of PRCs are decorated with short microvilli and the interrhabdomeral space is starting to emerge (Fig. 5 I and Fig. 6 F; Longley and Ready, 1995). Gross morphological defects are not apparent in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs at this stage but we note some defects in the organization of microvilli (Fig. 6 H) and a conspicuous increase in cytoplasmic vesicles (Fig. 6, G and H): 15.5 vesicles/cell/cross section profile (n = 35) compared with 1.7 vesicles in wild type (n = 42; Fig. 6 F). At 90% PD, rhabdomeres are fully formed in wild type displaying round profiles with an ~1-μm diam (Fig. 6 I). sec6(pr) mutant PRCs show smaller and flattened rhabdomeres (Fig. 6, J and K). In addition, the cytoplasm of sec6(pr) mutant PRCs is filled with vesicles of 100–300 nm in diameter that are only rarely seen in wild type (Fig. 6 I). This defect is highly reminiscent of the accumulation of cytoplasmic vesicles in yeast cells with compromised exocyst function (Novick et al., 1980). Also the proximal–distal length of adult rhabdomeres in sec6(pr) (41.0 μm; n = 55) was significantly reduced compared with wild type (81.6 μm; n = 55). The sec6(pr) retina as a whole reaches only approximately half the depth of a wild-type retina (not depicted). In some sec6(pr) PRCs, we also noted an enlarged ER (Fig. 6 K). Finally, PRCs and other cells of the retina show widespread signs of degeneration in 1-d-old flies. PRCs have either strongly reduced rhabdomeres (Fig. 6 L) or rhabdomeres are missing (Fig. 6 M). Interestingly, well-formed ZAs are still seen even in those PRCs that lack rhabdomeres (Fig. 6 N). Together, these findings suggest that Sec6 compromised PRCs show a massive failure in exocytosis. As the rhabdomeres in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs are much smaller than in wild type, but the stalk membrane and ZAs appear normal it seems likely that at least most of the cytoplasmic vesicles that accumulate in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs represent a rhabdomere-specific population of transport vesicles.

To address the question whether Sec6 is specifically involved in the targeting of rhabdomere proteins we examined the distribution of four transmembrane proteins in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs. Chaoptin (Chp) localizes specifically to the rhabdomere as it forms, but is expressed in PRCs already in the larval eye disc (Van Vactor et al., 1988). Rhodopsin 1 (Rh1) is the major photopigment in flies found in the PRCs R1 to R6 and is transported to the rhabdomere starting at 78% PD (Kumar and Ready, 1995). Crb is a stalk membrane-specific marker and DEcad localizes to the ZA (Pellikka et al., 2002; Sang and Ready, 2002). Crb and DEcad show normal localization and no cytoplasmic accumulation in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs (Fig. 7, B and D). In contrast, Chp and Rh1 accumulate in the cytoplasm of sec6(pr) mutant PRCs. Although Chp is still found in the rhabdomere, Rh1 accumulation in the rhabdomere is abolished completely (Fig. 7, B and D). This discrepancy is presumably...
the consequence of the different temporal expression profiles of Chp and Rh1. Chp is expressed in larval and early pupal stages when Sec6 is still active in sec6(pr) mutant PRCs whereas by the time Rh1 becomes expressed at 78% PD, Sec6 activity has declined to an extent that blocks exocytosis. Together, these findings suggest that Sec6 acts specifically in targeting secretory vesicles to the rhabdomere in differentiating and mature PRCs.

Sec5 interacts with Rab11 in Golgi to rhabdomere traffic of Rh1

Two recent findings suggest that the small GTPase Rab11 may interact with exocyst proteins in Drosophila PRCs. First, depletion of Rab11 function in PRCs causes a mutant phenotype similar to that seen in sec6(pr) flies that is characterized by a massive accumulation of Rh1 containing secretory vesicles and small rhabdomeres (Satoh et al., 2005). Second, physical interactions between the exocyst protein Sec15 and Rab11 were found in mammalian culture cells (Zhang et al., 2004). To test for interactions between Rab11 and exocyst proteins in Drosophila PRCs we expressed GFP-tagged Rab11 in adult eyes and immunoprecipitated it with anti-GFP antibodies. These precipitates contained Sec5 (Fig. 8 A) but Sec6 was not detected. Similar results were obtained with embryonic extracts (Fig. 8 A). Together, the accumulation of rhabdomere-specific secretory vesicles seen in Rab11 and sec6(pr) mutant PRCs and the physical interactions between Rab11 and Sec5 suggest that the exocyst is a Rab11 effector complex in PRCs and possibly other Drosophila tissues.

Rab11 localizes to the RE in many different cell types (Hoekstra et al., 2004). This raises the possibility that rhabdomere proteins are taken not a direct route from the Golgi to the apical membrane, but are delivered first to the basolateral membrane and then transcytosed to the apical membrane. This scenario seems unlikely as the expression of dominant-negative Rab5, which interferes with an early step in endocytic trafficking, does not prevent Rh1 delivery to the rhabdomere (Bucci et al., 1992; Shimizu et al., 2003; Satoh et al., 2005). To further corroborate a direct Golgi to rhabdomere route for Rh1 we compromised endocytosis by disrupting the function of Dynamin. Flies that carried a temperature sensitive allele of shibire (shits2), which encodes Drosophila Dynamin (Grigliatti et al., 1973; van der Bliek and Meyerowitz, 1991), and were maintained at the restrictive temperature (29°C) for 2 or 3 d during late PD showed normal localization of Rh1 to the rhabdomere (Fig. 8 B). In contrast, shits2 sec6(pr) double mutants show cytoplasmic accumulation of Rh1 similar to sec6(pr) mutants (Fig. 8 C), suggesting that the cytoplasmic accumulation of Rh1 is not the result of increased endocytosis. In summary, these findings strongly argue for a direct Rab11/exocyst-dependent biosynthetic transport of Rh1 from the Golgi to the apical rhabdomere.

Discussion

Sec6 is critical for multiple secretory events during Drosophila development. PRCs provide a striking example. Secretory vesicles accumulate in PRCs with reduced Sec6 function and these cells fail to transport Rh1 and Chp to the rhabdomere. These defects in secretory activity lead to a corresponding failure in the growth of the membrane-rich rhabdomere. Sec6, similarly as previously reported for Sec5 (Murthy et al., 2003, Murthy and Schwarz, 2004), is also required for plasma membrane growth in female germline cells and cell survival. A recent independent analysis of sec6 mutants confirms the function of Sec6 in cell viability and plasma membrane growth in the female germline, and indicates simi-
lar requirements for Sec6 and Sec5 in neuronal exocytosis (Murthy et al., 2005). These findings, together with the physical interactions between Drosophila Sec6 and Sec5 and the largely overlapping profiles of these proteins in a membrane cofractionation experiment suggest that both proteins are core components of the Drosophila exocyst.

The function of Sec6 in differentiating PRCs is specific to the targeting of secretory vesicles to the apical rhabdomere. The colocalization of Sec5, Sec6, and Sec8 at the rhabdomere suggests that all three exocyst components cooperate in this process. Although Sec6 is required for targeting Chp and Rh1 to the rhabdomere, it is not needed for DEcad and Crb localization to the ZA and stalk membrane, respectively, during the second half of PD. An alternative explanation for the normal localization of DEcad and Crb in sec6(pr) PRCs could be that both proteins are transported to the membrane in the first half of PD but not subsequently. However, this seems highly improbable, as it would imply that both proteins do not turn over any more. Also, the apical membrane of PRCs, including the Crb containing stalk membrane and the ZA, increases dramatically in the second half of PD, an increase that is most likely supported by protein exocytosis. Additional protein delivery is relevant in particular for Crb as the concentration of Crb determines the size of the stalk membrane (Pellikka et al., 2002). Failure to transport Rh1 and Chp in the absence of Sec6 is accompanied by an extensive accumulation of secretory vesicles in the cytoplasm of PRCs, similar to yeast cells that lack exocyst function (Novick et al., 1980). Rh1 transport is also reduced or abolished in PRCs that lack normal function of the small Rab GTPases, Rab1, Rab6, or Rab11. PRCs that lack Rab1 or Rab6 function do not accumulate secretory vesicles and these Rab proteins are believed to contribute to the ER to Golgi transport or inter-Golgi transport, respectively (Satoh et al., 1997; Shetty et al., 1998). Rab1 or Rab6 are therefore unlikely to directly interact with the exocyst in vesicle targeting to the rhabdomere.

In contrast to Rab1 and Rab6, Rab11-depleted PRCs accumulate secretory vesicles (Satoh et al., 2005) similar to sec6(pr) mutant PRCs, and Sec5 coimmunoprecipitates with Rab11::GFP from PCR and embryo lysates. These findings suggest that Rab11 takes the place of yeast Sec4p as the transport vesicle-associated small GTPase that recruits the exocyst (Guo et al., 1999). Although we detected Sec6 in Sec5 immunoprecipitates, we did not detect Sec6 in Rab11::GFP precipitates. We envision two explanations for this discrepancy. First, Rab11 may predominantly associate with a subcomplex of the exocyst that includes Sec5 but not Sec6. Second, in the yeast exocyst, Sec6p links to Sec4p through Sec15p, Sec10p, and Sec5p (Guo et al., 1999), suggesting that the Sec6 Rab11 interaction may involve several intermediates including Sec5 and therefore is more difficult to detect. Both explanations are consistent with the model that Sec5 connects Sec6 to Rab11, a relationship that is similar to the interactions of yeast exocyst components and Sec4p (Guo et al., 1999). Our results together with those of Satoh and colleagues (Satoh et al., 2005) suggest that the exocyst is a Rab11 effector complex in PRCs.

A more general role of the interaction of Rab11 and the exocyst in regulating exocytosis of metazoan cells is supported by a number of recent findings. First, Rab11 is associated with the RE (in epithelial cells often referred to as the apical RE or subapical compartment) and is involved in recycling of proteins in mammalian and Drosophila cells (Zerial and McBride, 2001; Dollar et al., 2002; Hoekstra et al., 2004). The RE has now been identified as a major intermediate for the biosynthetic, Rab11-dependent transport of basolateral proteins (Ang et al., 2004; Lock and Stow, 2005). For example, the majority of biosynthetic E-cadherin travels through the RE in a Rab11-dependent way in HeLa and MDCK cells (Lock and Stow, 2005). Drosophila Rab11 is also required for basolateral transport. Rab11 localizes to the RE in cellularizing embryos and facilitates the transport of proteins recycled from the apical membrane and biosynthetic proteins to the forming basolateral membrane (Riggs et al., 2003; Pelissier et al., 2003).

Second, the exocyst is required for basolateral protein transport including the targeting of E-cadherin to the basolateral membrane of MDCK cells (Grindstaff et al., 1998; Lipschutz et al., 2000). Whether the accumulation of Drosophila Sec6 at the ZA signifies a role for the exocyst in basolateral transport similar to MDCK cells (Grindstaff et al., 1998; Yeaman et al., 2004) remains to be established. Although we were unable to study the localization of basolateral markers in Sec6 mutant imaginal disc cells as they failed to grow, we observed that DEcad and DN-cadherin accumulate in the cytoplasm of sec6 mutant epithelial follicle cells (unpublished data), which is consistent with a role of Sec6 in basolateral transport. Third, mammalian Sec15 was recently shown to directly bind to Rab11 in a GTP-dependent manner but did not interact with Rab4, Rab6 and Rab7, and Sec15 was found to colocalize with Rab11 in the RE of COS-7 cells (Zhang et al., 2004). Together, these data are consistent with the hypothesis that the exocyst is a Rab11 effector in many different cell types in mammals and flies that facilitates RE to plasma membrane transport of recycled and biosynthetic cargo. In Drosophila PRCs, the Rab11/exocyst transport of Rh1 appears to be predominantly biosynthetic as a block in endocytosis does not affect Rh1 delivery to the rhabdomere (Satoh et al., 2005; this work).

Considering the specific association of Sec6 with the ZA of early PRCs and a potentially broad role of Rab11/exocyst in basolateral transport it is tempting to speculate that during PRC development exocyst targeting specificity changes from basolateral to the apical rhabdomere. One possible explanation for this shift is that the exocyst associates with the actin cytoskeleton. As the vast majority of actin filament networks in PRCs are found in the rhabdomere microvilli or the rhabdomere terminal web (Karagiosis and Ready, 2004) simple mass action via actin association could contribute to targeting specificity. The actin cytoskeleton is required in yeast to recruit the exocyst to secretory sites (Ayscough et al., 1997; Finger et al., 1998). Moreover, in the cells of pancreatic acini, exocyst proteins bind the actin cytoskeleton and this interaction is required for the association of the exocyst with Ca2+ signaling complexes that are targeted to the apical membrane (Shin et al., 2000). How shifts in exocyst targeting specificity are achieved is a major challenge for future research.
We have noted a number of differences in the distribution of Sec6, Sec5, and Sec8 in PRCs and during oogenesis that raise the possibility that exocyst proteins do not always act together. Also our cofractionation analysis shows a broader distribution of Sec6 than Sec5 and Sec8 indicating the association of Sec6 with additional membrane compartments. We cannot completely rule out the possibility that the observed differences in protein distribution are the result of differences in epitope availability of distinct exocyst protein pools. This issue has been raised by Yeaman et al. (2001), who report that mAbs directed against mammalian Sec6 and Sec8 recognize protein pools with different subcellular localizations. We believe that this is highly unlikely in our case as we use pAbs against Sec6 and Sec8. Moreover, each antibody we use recognizes cytoplasmic and plasma membrane-associated protein pools and either two or all three proteins are recognized when they colocalize as, for example, in the rhabdomere. Furthermore, inconsistencies in protein prevalence are also apparent by immunoblot and by cofractionation analysis. The ability of exocyst proteins to exist in sub-complexes was documented in yeast (Guo et al., 1999) and the rat brain lysates suggested that Sec6 and Sec8 are not always present in the same complexes (Sans et al., 2003). The functional significance of these differences in the distribution of exocyst components needs to be addressed in future studies.

Materials and methods

Genetic and constructs

sec6 deletions were tested for complementation of the chromosomal deficiency Df(2R)P4C that completely removes sec6. sec6 mutant clones in the germline were generated by crossing w1118/Y; FRT20 sec6/S686 flies to w1118 bs-FLP; FRT20 nls-GFP/CyO flies. Progeny were heat shocked for 2 h at 37°C either as third instar larvae or 0-6 h after eclosion. Flies were kept at 18°C for 24 h, and then for 48-96 h at 25°C before dissection. Whole-eye clones were made by crossing w1118/Y; FRT20 sec6/S686 to w1118/Y; FRT20 GMR-Gal4 H9262; CyO (Yeast Genetics and constructs). sec6 alleles were added for a third chromosomal arm to the aforementioned crosses. shs2/Y; sec6/p was generated for 48-72 h at 29°C, and dissected at eclosion. arm393 clones were produced as described previously (Tanentzapf et al., 2000). UAS-Rab1-GFP flies are a gift of H. Chang (Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN). Rab11-GFP expression was induced by Rh1-Gal4 (Kumar and Ready, 1995) in adult heads and da-Gal4 (Wodarz et al., 1995) in embryos. UAS-sec6 was generated by first cloning a 5′-flank ORF by RT-PCR. Two cDNA fragments were amplified (primer pairs: forward 5′-GAAATCTCATCTACCTGCTGACGAA-3′, reverse 5′-GCC-AAAGATGTCATTCCCGTCTC-3′; and forward 5′-CAGAGGTGGAGCT- TCTTGCG-3′, reverse 5′-GCTCTAGAATTATTTGTTGATAAAGC-3′, combined and subcloned into pUASP (Rorth, 1998). Fly transformation followed standard methods.

Generation of Sec6 and Sec8 antibodies

A 500-bp BamHI-EcoRI fragment encoding aa 341–507, and a 1.9-kb EcoRI-HindIII piece encoding aa 152–738 of Sec6 were ligated into pRSETC (Invitrogen) and pGEX-6-P3 (Amersham Biosciences), respectively. A 750-bp BamHI-EcoRI fragment encoding aa 137–386 of Sec8 was subcloned into pRSETC. Proteins were expressed in BL21 cells, and purified using standard methods. pAbs against Sec6 and the Sec6 peptide (aa 341–507) were generated in guinea pigs and affinity purified. The larger Sec6 peptide (aa 152–738) was used to generate rabbit pAb (Covance).

Protein expression and immunoblotting

Dechorionated embryos, larvae, or adult retina were homogenized in SDS sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2.3% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.005% bromphenol blue). 50 µg of proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were electro-transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham Biosciences). Membranes were blocked in PBS containing 5% powdered milk and 0.05% Tween 20 for at least 1 h at 25°C. Membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies in blocking solution and then with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 h at RT. After extensive washes in PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20, the blots were developed using the ECL system (Amersham Biosciences). The following primary antibodies were used: mouse mAb anti-β-tubulin (E7, 1:5000; Chu and Klymkowsky, 1989), anti-GFP (JL-8, 1:2000; CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc.), and anti-Sec5 (16A2, 1:250; Murthy et al., 2003); guinea pig pAbs anti-Sec6 (GP1, 1:2000), and anti-Sec8 (GP3, 1:1000); and rabbit pAb anti-a-spectrin (354, 1:2000; a gift from D. Brandon, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA).

Coe-immunoprecipitation experiments

Dechorionated embryos or adult heads were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and homogenized in chilled lysis buffer (50 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM EDTA, 40 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM PMSF, 10 µg/ml leupeptin, 1 µg/ml pepstatin, 10 µg/ml aprotinin, 0.1 mM ortho-vanadate, and 40 mM β-glycerophosphate). Lysates were cleared of debris by centrifugation. mAb 16A2 (Sec5) and JL-8 (GFP) were added to 1 mg of lysate and incubated for 2 h at 4°C under agitation. 40 µg of protein–G-Sepharose beads (Amersham Biosciences) were subsequently added for 1 h (16A2) or overnight (JL-8) at 4°C under agitation. Immunocomplexes were harvested by centrifugation and washed four times with ice-cold lysis buffer. Proteins were solubilized with Laemmli buffer and separated by SDSPAGE.

Membrane fractionation

Dechorionated embryos were rinsed in wash buffer (0.7% NaCl and 0.03% Triton X-100) and homogenized in 10 vol homogenization buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 0.25 M sucrose, with protease inhibitors as in Susin et al., 2000). KCl was added to a final concentration of 50 mM. After centrifugation at 3,000 g for 10 min at 4°C, the supernatant was layered on a sucrose cushion (15 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 50 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5 M sucrose) and centrifuged at 100,000 g for 1 h at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the loose pellet was resuspended and diluted fivefold in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM KCl and membranes collected by centrifugation at 100,000 g for 1 h at 4°C. The pellet (load) was resuspended in homogenization buffer containing 50 mM KCl and mixed with OptiPrep medium (Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corp.) to prepare a 10-30% OptiPrep density gradient. After centrifugation (340,000 g for 3 h at 4°C), 0.25-mL fractions were collected from the bottom of the tube. 50 µg of the peak fraction and equal volumes of other gradient fractions were analyzed by immunoblotting.

Antibody staining and EM

The following primary antibodies were used: rat mAb anti-DecaID (DCAD2, 1:50; Oda et al., 1994), and anti-Dx-catenin (Ducat; DACAT1, 1:150; Oda et al., 1993); mouse mAb anti-Arm (N2-7A1, 1:100; Peifer et al., 1994), anti-Sec5 (16A2, 1:100; Murthy et al., 2003), anti-22C10 (22C10, 1:500; Fujita et al., 1992), anti-Chip (24B10, 1:50; Fujita et al., 1982), and anti-Rh1 (4C5, 1:50; Kumar and Ready, 1995), guinea pig pAb anti-Sec6 (GP1, serum, 1:1,000, affinity purified, 1:80), and anti-Sec8 (GP3; serum, 1:2,000, affinity purified, 1:500); rabbit pAb anti-Patj (1:250; Tanentzapf et al., 2000); and rat pAb anti-Crib (F1, 1:500; Pelikka et al., 2002). Secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes), Cy3, and Cy5 (Jackson Laboratories) were used at a dilution of 1:400. F-actin was stained with Alexa-546 and Alexa-488 phalloidin (Molecular Probes). Stainings of ovaries and retinas were done as reported previously (Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Tanentzapf et al., 2000; Pelikka et al., 2002). To stain membranes with Alexa Fluor-633-conjugated Con A (Molecular Probes) ovaries were incubated with 100 µg/ml in PBS for 30 min at RT. Tissues were mounted in antifade (PBS, pH 8.2, 0.1% glycerol, and 25 mg/ml DABC (Sigma-Aldrich), or Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Confocal images were taken on a LSM510 (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) at RT using Plan-Neofluor 40×/1.0 oil and Plan-Apochromat 100×/1.0 oil lenses. Images were processed in Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator. EM preparations were performed following standard protocols.

Online supplemental material

The online supplementary material shows the temporal expression profile of the ey-Gal4 driver in the developing laval and pupal retina. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200410081/DC1.
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